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ANNUAL NAF�TIVE REPORT
of
Miss 1�ariel Hopkins
Home Demonstration Agent
Yuma County
C. StThiMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHNSNTS
Adult- ·'lork
Eight Home Demonstration Clubs have held eighty six meet­
ings during the year with a total attendance of nine hund­
red eighty four. Of these meetings, forty two were attend­
ed by the Agent and had a total attendance of four hundred
sixty two. The remaining forty four meetings were conducted
by local leaders.
This is a smaller number of meetings attended by the Agent
than in previous years. The explanation is that an expand­
ing 4-H club program has required that more time be devoted
to Junior' work than in previous years. During the year 1945,
one hundred and sixty six days were devoted to adult work
while during the present year 1946, one hundred and one days
have been devoted to adult work.
A new club for mothers of school children was organized at
Gadsden in October of this year. The club is carrying the
Home Demonstration program.
The Agent has served six women's organizations, other than
Home Demonstration Clubs, each with one or more method demon­
stration meetinEs durine the year. Other than. thiS, organ­
izations such ,as the American Red Cross, the Cancer Control
clinic, the District Federation 'of Women's Clubs, the Delta
Kappa Gamma Educational Association, and church organizations
have been served by the Agent.
A County wide program in clothing and nutrition was planned
with the state specialists, and has been carried out.
Nutrition
The State Specialist spent two days in the county presenting
the subject of Pressure Sauce Pan Cookery. The work presented
was taken into all communities in the southern part of the
County.
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c. SlJMl.:ARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS (cont rd)
There have been method demonstrations by the Agent and
Leaders on the sharp freezing of food materials; Meat
Canning; Fat and Sugar Conservation; Bread Making;
Christmas Cookery; etc.
.
Of prominent interest has continued to be Food Preser­
vation. There has, however, been a decided swing to
freezing from canning. From reports received, the
total amount of food preservation is approximately the
same as for the previous but much less canning and more
freezing as fo1lo�s:
30,000
25,000
.25,000
15 :000; .
�5,ooo
: 25,000
quarts
pounds
quarts
pounds
quarts
pounds
of fruit canned
of fruit frozen
of vegetables canned
of vegetables frozen
of meat canned
of meat frozen.
The above figures do not include results from work with
groups and individuals other than Home Demonstration.
As in previous years the Agent has answered inquiries and
distributed Extension bulletins on Child Care and Train­
ing; Date Curing; Fig Drying; Food Preparation; Gardening;
etc.'
Clothing
The State Clothing Specialist has spent a total of f'our days
in the county presenting the subject of Basic Patterns. The
work presented ha� to date, been given in five communities
and the project is being carried into the year, 1947.
There have been method demonstrations by the Agent and
Leaders on Dress Finishes; Plackets with emphasis on Zippers;
Tailoring Technics; Christmas gift suggestions; etc.
While there has been time for twenty two adult method
demonstrations by the Agent during the year, there has been
a spread of influence in all communities through Leaders.
It is estimated that almost five hundred families have been
assisted by the adult and 4-H programs.
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c. SillJ1MARY
.
OF ACTIVITIES '&'�D ACCOMPLISIDV.LENTS (cont f d)
Home Management and Family Economics
As in previous years, household accounts are being kept
by practically all Horne Demonstration Club"'mernbers. The
practice is in part at least due to the effort of the
Agent during the current and'previous years. However,
income tax returns have been the biggest factor in making
the practice mandatory.
Home, Furnishings and Surroundings, Mattress Making
The making of slip covers and re-upholstery of furniture con­
tinues to be practiced in all communities as a result of Home.
Demonstration work, Many of these practices are a result of
demonstrations in previous years. During the current year
five demonstrations or.all day meetings have been held by the
Agent. There has been report of nine such meetings being con­
ducted by Leaders. There have beenAl6thers not reported.
The mattress making program of several years ago continues
to have follow up. Two centers were' set up in the northern
part of the county and the Agent gave a demonstration. Fifteen
mattresses were reported finished. In the southern part of
the county, t he Agent instructed a group in the making of a
baby mattress.
'
Junior Work
This year has seen a material strengthening of 4-H club organ­
ization in Yuma County. Two major events have been added to the
annual program as follows: a County Junior Agricultural Fair
in the Spring; a'County Recognition Event in the Fallo
The Fair required much time in preparation both for organization
and for pub'Lacd.zdng , Mr. Al Face, Assistant County Agricultural
Agent was in charge of over-all plans and the Agent 'worked
closely with him. The girl's work fell in two classes: Exhibits;
Demonstrations. Approximately one hundred and fifty girls had
entries varying from one to five. More than four hundred people
visited the Fair. It was a gala occasion.
The Recognition Event took t�e form of an evening meal (called
a banquet) with L+-H club members, their parents and Leaders
invited. Awards for the year past, club, county, and state
were made. More than three hundred people attended with all
counties in the southern part of the county represented. This
likewise, 'was a gala occasion.
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c. SlJm:A_liY (F ACTIVITBS AND ACCOl.TLISh1.:S..WtS {cont td)
The Agent chaperoned a group of 4-H Boys and Girls to the
ten day 4-H Camp held at Camp Geronimo. '!\velve L.-H girJs
and five 4-H boys were in attendance.
During the year a total of nineteen 4-H clubs in clothing,
Meal Planning and canning were supervised by the Agent. All
clothing clubs functioned during the school year with but
one holding regular meetings during the summer. Four meal
planning clubs functioned during the school year and three
functioned during the summer.
Local achievement days in the southern part of the county
were not held, as usual, in the spring but were ·incorporated
with the R.ecognition Event previously discussed. In the
northern part of the county, however, local achievement events
were held at four centers.
County winners in the following projects entered the state
competition: Girl's Record; Clothing Achievement; Canning;
Dress Revue; Dairy Food's Demonstrations. The Dairy Foods
Demonstration Team was adjudged the state winners in that
event.
Statistics
From the statistical report is the following:
Days spent in Adult work•••••••••••••••••••••101
Days spent in 4-H club work•••••••••••••••.•••172
Totalfor ye�r•••••••••••••••••••••••••
---
273
Days spent in the Office ••••••••••••••••••••• 56
Days spent in the Field ••••••••••••••••••••••217
Total for year
---
273
Days spent in Projects
Extension Orgai ization a nd Planning••••••• 68
Improvement & Equipment ••••••••••••••••••• 12
Nutrition and Health•••••••••••••••••••••• 86
Clothing, Family Economics, Parent
Education, Community Life •••••••••••••••••107
Total for year........................ 273
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c. SUM},1ARY (F ACTIVITIES .A1TD ACCOMPLISHMENTS (cont td)
(a) Local factors influencing the work of the Home
Demonstration Agent in Yuma County, is modified with local
conditions, most of which have to do ��th topography and
climate. For this reason, as in previous years, a brief
explanation seems justified. ��ile the total acreage of·
Yuma County is in round figures six million, or one-twelfth
of the acreage of the entire State of Arizona, nevertheless
the total. acres on Wirlich cultivated crops are grown is
relatively small. Since the last census about twenty five
hundred acres of land in the South Gila Valley, on the area
north of the Army airport, etc., have come into cultivation
for the first time. Still the acres under cultivation in
Yuma County is not more than two percent of the total. In
general this low percentage is due to unused land divided
into soil highly productive but without water supply, and
hard pan plus caliche desert soil including small mountain
ranges of comparatively low elevation. l1Thile the war la s
brought more than its share of changes to Yuma County, yet,
as far as can be ascertained, of the land under cultivation,
approximately one-third is still farmed by tenants while
two-thirds is ovmer-operated.
There is, as in previous years, a high percentage of shifting
rural population. These factors; that is distances to travel
and large transient population, make follow-up checks of
much more than average difficulty. Local leaders, also, can
not function as effectively as in many other sections.
In some localities in Yuma County, the soil and water are
of such mineral content as to make the,growing of a home
vegetable garden very difficult. Because until the year
1942, vegetables were available in our Yuma markets in
good variety and for much less than these particular com­
munities coud produce them (irrigation costs, etc), the
practice of home gardens was confined to t he Yuma Valley and
communities where the salt soil is not prevalent. Since the
war, and patriotic stress for gardenslto�er with the changein the truck gardening business there has�created renewed
effort to grow home vegetable gardens. This has been aug­
mented by local large scale production of carrots, garden
peas, tomatoes, lettuce, etc. The results are told later.
The cesert area of Yuma County is located in the heart of
the county, dividing it into two distinct divisions known
as the Northern part and the Southern part. Toreach the
northern part of the County a graveled road with many dips
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of from seventy to one hundred and twenty miles must be
traveled. Since these trips are very hard on the rubber
of tires, during the war traveling was curtailed at the
request of the state Office. During the current year
trips have been made each month of the school year in
cooperation with NIX. Al Face, Assistant County Agricultural
Agent. These trips have been ]a rgely for 4-H club work
with the exception of one adult Leader meeting on Mattress
Making and one meeting in the Vicksburg, Salome, Wenden
area.
Another local factor influencing Home Demonstration Work
in Yuma County is the Mexican population. Approximately
one-third of the county is Mexican. Of These Mexicans
only a small percentage (approximately seven percent) are
naturalized. These are highly patriarchal in family life.
This accounts for the fact that while the children are ac­
cessible for extension work through the schools, the women
are practically unapproachable. There are, however, women
in our Home Demonstration Clubs 'who speak Spanish and who
have acted as interpreters in all community projects.
Ment,ion should be also made of the Indian population.
There are two Indian Reservations as follows:
(1) The Cocopah Reservation, located in
the lower Yuma Valley::
(2) The Colorado River Agency located at
Parker. There is also the Fort Yuma
Indian Agency located on Indian Hill,
in California, directly across the
river from Yuma.
(b) FORM OF ORGANIZATION
Yuma County Home Demonstration work is organi7Jed under
two headings as follows:
(1) Work vdth Adults through regularly
organized Home Demonstration Clubs;
through clubs other than those pri­
marily organized for Home Demonstration
work; through temporary groups of
women formed for one or more Extension
projects; through home visits; office
and telephone calls; through individual
and circular letters; through newspaper
articles and radio broadcasts.
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(2) Work through Juniors through regularly
organized 4-H Clubs.
.
Regularly organized Home Demonstration Clubs include the
following areas: (1) Gadsden (2) North and South
Gila (3) Somerton (4) Sunnyside (5) Rood (6) Roll, Tacna,
�ellton (7) Crane and Yuma Mesa (8) Vicksburg, Salome,
1{enden.
The Parker area has been visited, once for adult work,
as previously explained. However, this was a special
rather than a regularly organ�ed Home Demonstration
group. Parker homemakers as well as other homemakers,
have been contacted with the bulletins and other subject
matter material.
The Agent works either directly or indirectly through
the organized clubs in the city of Yuma and Vicinity.
Among these may be mentioned·the Yuma Mother's Club;
the Wednesday Afternoon Club; the Senior Delta Club;
t.he 'QliBifte33 and f'l ofesstonai-rioll!en I s Gl1.l�:J:.ta....Q.l'tlb;
the Business and Professional ".'lomen' s Club; the Junior
Delta Club; the Delta Kappa Gamma Educational Society.
In addition she is occasionally called on for helpfrom
the local chapter of the American'Red Cross; the Women's
Auxiliary of the American Legion; various church organ­
izations; Camp Fire Council; District Federation of
Women's Club; County Teacher's Organization; County
Council for Cancer Preventiono
All Home Demonstration Clubs have a roster of members
in the Agent's Office a nd notices of meetings are sent
to Eeach member.
As nearly as possible, programs for the clubs have
been planned on a yearly basis. However, durlng the
current year, as in recent years, it has been difficult
to realize this. Limiting factors have been: shift
in interests due to world conditions; additional duties
assumed by women; .local markets depleted of vital com­
moditiew; tires and otherwise well worn cars. These
factors have all greatly influenced programso
-79
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c. SmWI{ARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOEPLISHMENTS (cont t d)
Wit� Home Demonstration Clubs, a Nutrition local leader
meeting was 'given br the Nutrition S�ecialist in February,
and another local leader roesting by the Clothing Specialist
in April. Prior to and, on occasions, after these meetings,
the Agent has given back to clubs subject matter obtained at
Itate schools of Instruction during the year 1945 as follows:
Family Living;' Fr�zing Foods; Tailoring Technicso This
current year has �een a transition from war time activities
to peace time activities. During the war, clubs continued
to meet during the intense heat of summer. This summer, there
was a vacation epidemic in all communities. As a result a
majority of Homemakers were gone from home. To go on a trip
seemed to be the popular method of relaxing from war time
tenseness. This will probably not happen again. Home Demon­
stration clubs were uniformly abandoned for the summer and
reorg��ized again this Fall.
The work of the Agent entails, in addition to zregul.ar meatd.ngs ,
many home calls, telephone calls, conferences, publicity
measures, etc.
As in past years, an effort has been made to supply homemakers
with the latest published material in the ,Home Demonstration
field. As usual, this has been done through distribmtion of
bulletins at meetings, etc. Material has also been mailed
upon request. Such requests have greatly increased the past
few years as compared with previous years.
The county newspaper continues to be helpful in forwarding
Home Demonstration work in the county. Special meetings have
been announced and visits of the state workers to the count.y.
The Agent has, on occasions, furnished articles as the need
has developed.
Yuma County's Radio Station, KYOM, has been very cooperative.
Since early last spring, a fifteen minute period once a week
has been used by the County Extension office. The Agent's
turn to u�e this broadcast time has come once in three weeks
when she has presented timely Home Economics programs, some­
times as a dialogue with some one else but more often alone.
Special broadcasts have been given publicizing the Jurri.or
Agricultural Fair and the 4-H club camp. In all, sixteen
broadcasts have been given.
-8-
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D. PROGRAM OF WORK
(a) Factors Considered and Methods Used in Determining
Program of Work
Following the policy of previous years and as previously
stated, the Agent has made an effort to keep the program
of work as nearly uniform�s possible because it is
realized that more effective work can be done if, interests
are not divided. However, this effort has not interfered
with the established plan of having programs result, from
conference with club leaders as well as others leading
Nomen in the county, and from constant queries put to women
in attendance at the meetings as well as from constant
study of local conditions.
During the war years and extending into the post-war period
there have been certain modifications in program of work
n�cessary because Nomen have been anxious to do their part
in the war program, because the labor shortage has increased
home duties, and because of limited markets. For instance,
lean markets in ready-to-wear clothing have stepped up home
sewing. Then the shortage of yardage has meant that women
have done an unusual amount of makeovers. All this has
meant that groups of women have requested instruction in
re-upholstery and slip covers, in remodeling, in garment
construction work in cooperation with the Red Cross Chapter,
etc. Because of these local needs, certain projects have
been carried even though they have not been state projects.
As this report is being written women allover the county
are again taking up peacetime activities. This Fall has
seen a step-up in willingness to asswne club responsibilities,
etc. The local leader movement is again functioning on a
better'than pr-e-war basis.
The local leader movement began in Yuma County in the Fall
of 1939. However, because of limiting factors, it has, from
the beginning functioned on a limited basis only.
These handicatps have to do with travel conditions, climate,
etc., rather than indifference on the part of the women.
The movement has of course, been carried in cooperation nth
the state Staff and after plans have been formulated at state
Conferences for Home Demonstrations workers. Because Yuma
County has had Home Demonstration work since the work wasfirst
inaugurated into�� Arizona and because pre-establishment
-i6:'-'
.
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D. PROGILU: CF -VORl( (cont td)
(a) Factors Considered and t:ethods Used in Determining
Program of Work (cont'd)
discussion of the local leader movement had not met with
favor, the Agent, has frpm the beginning, made a special
effort to make the surroundings as pleasing as possible
for an added appeal. Until the fall of 1943, meetings
were held a.t the Agent's home and the social aspect was_
included. In 1943, because it was necessary to curtail
travel as much as possible, two new centers were established
as follows:
(1) llethodist Assembly Room in Somerton
(2) �ater Users Office in Roll
From that time until this Fall, even with this modification,
difficulty of travel and pressure of work at home prohibited
communities from being organized as comple tely a s in pre-
war years. In January of 1945, the Somerton Center «as moved
to the 1[anual Training room, and the Roll center to the ::.:armal
Training room at the �ohawk School.
However, even nth this modification,- difficulty of travel
and pressure of Nork at horne have prohibited c�ities
from being organized as completely c5 in pre-war years. L'1.
January of this year, the center of Somerton was noved to
the ��anual Training room at the !;EohaHx School. This was be­
cause the meetings were on clothing storage and needed" ork
bench facilities. Because of the uneven distribution of
leaders at these meetin23, it was necess� for the A�ent to
take the work to clubs 1C1ic� could not be represented. Clu�s
receiving the program of the Specialists were as follcr.rs:
Roll-�ellton Home Demonstration Club; �adsie� �o.r� :�monstraticn
Club; North Gila Home Demonstration Club; South Gila. 3o:r.e
Demonstration Club; Sunnyside HOEe Jeno�strati� �lu�; Crane
and Yuma Mesa :1 orne Demonstration Clut; Sc::.erto!l -:ronan's �lub;
Senior Delta Club; Vi-Sa-�en Club.
The Fall, the Home Demonstration County CC"'.L'"l::il hal.d a Luncheon
meeting at the Agent's home. Officers were electec!. The follcw­
j_�g county goals were accepted.
1. Each club workjlff for a certificate of 2.ctiev��e!lt.
2. �ake possible a !,"sarly physical exa.!tination f or
ever./ rural WO!Ilan
-11.-
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3. An adequate lunch for every school child;
4. To establish at least one result demonstration
on housing in each community.
The club goals suggested to be submitted to the various
clubs for approval were:
1. Improve club kitchens
2. Establish calling week
3. At least one annual family get-together
·4. start a building fund for a club house.
Requirements for a certificate of achievemerit have been set
by the state office as follows:
1 1 ..
·2.
3.
4.
50.
6.
7.
8.
One meeting each month, minimum eight meetings
a year
Satisfactory secretary book
Take part in a county or local achievement day;
or a tour or exhibit
Reports--Minimum two4stories a year
Majority of active members attend each meeting
(club decides who is active)
Carry 'at least one project with local leader giving
back the subject matter
A representative attending each county meeting-­
state, if possible
.
Sponsor at least one community activity
Home Demonstration clubs at the writing of the report, have
uniformly accepted these goals.
(b) Influence of State and National Agricultural Agencies
These agencies may, as in previous years be listed as:
(1) Farm Bureau; (2) Agricultural Adjustment Administration;
(3) Farm Security Ad�nistration. While Home Demonstration work
in Yuma County continues to be quite distinct from other
Agricultural agencLes in the county, there has not been a month
when correlation has not occurred. It comes naturally rather
than from being planned.
The independence comes fr9m the fact that the office of the
Hone Demonstration Agent is in her own home. This cane about
originally because of the crowded condition in the County Court
House which did not permit suitable housing space. The present
-12 ....
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D. PROGRAl: OR �'tORK (cont t d
(b) Influence of state and National Agricultural Agencies (conttd)
plan continues to be very satisfactory. She has her material
organized for ready access and home conditions facilitate
the working up of illustrative material etc. The office is
equipped with a telephone and the .Agent is within working
distance from the County Court House where the County Agric­
ultural Agent has his Office and where the Home Demonstration
Agent goes for $tenographic service and for conference with
the County Agricultural Agent�.
The Agricultural Adjustment a��inistration office is in the
same room as the County Agricultural Agent and the Home Demon­
stration Agent relies in many instances upon the personnel of
the AAA for information in the operation of her program. An
example of this is that the Agent often checks her mailing list
to facilitate accuracy. This is a decided help since -Yuma County
has a shifting of population.
The spring of 1945, the County Farm Security Administration office
lost its Home Management Supervisor, in the person of Mrs. Helen
Koogler, and no one was appointed to f ill her place. The pleas­
antest relations existed between the Home Demonstration Agent
and the Home Management Supervisoro They served together on the
Red Cross Nutrition Committee, the Agent furnished needed bulletins
Khen requested and on occasions they counsel�d together about
their work•. 7iith the opening of school the Fall of 1945, Mrs.
Helen Koogler, became the High School Home Economics teacher so
friendly professional relations have continued. This was per­
haps best illustrated last spring at_-the Junior Agricultural
Fair when 4-H club girls and vocational High School girls joined
in a Home Economics exhibit.
It should, perhaps, be stated here, that members of Farm Security
client families have been a part of the membership of all Home
Demonstration groups, whether adult or 4-H. This has been true
ever since the Agent Cffine to the county eleven years agoo The
Agent has known this because of previous work wi th the Fam
Security�lft_dministration, or because the individual tells it rather
than from questioning on her part.
Farm Bureau meetings in Yuma County were largely discontinued
during the war and have not, as yet been revived. Even though
she would very much have liked to do so, the Agent has not been
privileged to a ttend those Farm Bureau meetings which have
occurred, the reason being a very full program and mileage expense.
The Farm Bureau has in past years been very cooperative with
Home Demonstration work. It has made contributions when funds
were necessary.
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D. PROGRAM OF :iDRK (cont+d)
(c) Project Activities and Results
1. Organization
Sub-Project A-Farm Organization
The town of Yuma is the center of interest for all the
southern part of the county. Rural people without ex­
ception come to Yuma for shopping and a large percentage
of them have business interests in YUma. The tovm is
increasing rapidly in population and this increase is �gely
due to agricultural developments. The civic interests of
the to� all have part membership from the surrounding rural
communities. For this reason it has always been hard to
draw a line between urban and rural activities.
It may be of interest to here state that the suburban section
just south of Yuma and referred to C5 Yuma Mesa was, last year,
incorporated into the city proper. This is a residential
section where the Agent goes, from time to time for meetings.
110re than t en miles beyond is another section which is still
known as the Yuma �esa and whose principal indust� is the
growing of citrus.
In Yuma County the needs of the different communities are
varied and so the Agent can in no way limit her services
to being a specialist in one line of work.
There is a high percentage of very well educated.women in
the clubs with which she works so she must ever be on the
alert that the material she gives is up-to-date and soundo
This also operates to make the data given, adopted for use.
The Agent finds that practices are quickly worked out by the
groups in question to incorporate needs in a practical way.
As a mole, the county is very reticent to do anything from
a campaign angle, but people are serious minded and energetic
in making the most of any opportunities f or advancement which
can be made practical. It is wi. th tr.d.s in mind that the Agent
endeavors to make her program service really function.
Sub-Project B-Home Economics Extension
As previously explained, the County Home Demonstration Program,
as muchas is feasible, operates from the State Home Demon­
stration office which in turn operates from the Agricultural
Extension office at the University of Arizona. Yuma County
is allowed its share of the services of the state Clothing
-14-
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PROGRAM OF �aK)RK (cont.t d)
Specialist and the Extension Nutritionist. In addition
the county is visited by the state Leader of Home Demon­
stration work and by the state 4-H club leader in the
interest of the Agent's program. This current year two
additional specialists in the person of Miss Bertha
iJirmond, Home Demonstration Agent at large, and Miss Grace
Ryan, h-H Club Specialist came for judging purposes.
As previously told under C (b) WDrk with adults in Yuma
County is carried out in part by regularly organized clubs
calle d "Home Demonstration Clubstt• This current year the
number of such meetings attended, in person, by the Home
Demonstration Agent has been curtailed by the greater demand
made on her tline by the 4-H club program. There were, however,
Home Demonstration Club meetings directed in subject matter
by the Agent, but actually conducted by local leaders. A
roster of meetings actually attended by the Home Demonstration
Ag�nt is as follows:
December:
4 - North Gila Home Demonstration Club
5 - Roll-Wellton Home Demonstration Club
7 - Vicksburg ,Salome ,7v€mden Home Demonstration Club
19 - Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
January:
2 - Roll-Wellton Home Demonstration Club
9 - Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
15 - North Gila Home Demonstration Club
22 - Sunnyside Home Demonstration Club
24 - Roll,Wellton Home Demonstration Club
26 - Crane & Yuma Mesa Home Demonstration Club
February:
7 - Roll-Wellton Home Demonstration Club
12 - North Gila Home Demonstration Club
13 - Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
21 - Roll-Wellton Home Demonstration Club
27 - South Gila Home Demonstration Club
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PROGRM.r OF ;'lORK (cont f d)
March:
7 - Roll-Hellton Home Demonstration Club
12 - North Gila Home Demonstration Club
13 - Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
14 - Sunnyside Home Demonstration Club
April:
10 - Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
12 - North Gila Home Demonstration Club
24 - Roll-Wellton Home Demonstration Club
30 - Sunnyside Home Demonstration Club
25 - Yuma Mesa, Crane Horne Demonstration Club
28 - North Gila Home Demonstration Club
29 - Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
June:
8 - Yuma Mesa, Crane· Home Demonstration Club
September:
30 - Yuma County Home Demonstration County Council
October:
8 - North and South Gila Home Dem.onstration Club
9 - Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
15 - Yuma 1fesa and Crane Home Demonstration Club
17 - �ellton Home Demonstration Club
23 - SunnySide Home Demonstration Club
24 - Rood Home Demonstration Club
November:
1 - South Gils Home Demonstration Club
5 - Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
12 - North Gila Home Demonstration Club
13 - Gadsden, Home Demonstration Club
20 - Sunnyside Home Demonstration Club
21 - Wellton Home Demonstration Club
22 - Rood Home Demonstration Club
26 - Yuma Mesa and Crane Home Demonstration Club
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PROGRfM OIi' WORK (c ont ' d)
Beginning in 194!�, the above clubs showed a slight re­
adjus�ment over previous years to make a more natural
gr0'1'ng. Consecp. ently the Crane Club is now the Yuma
Mesa,Crane Club. The Yuma �esa, Sunnyside Club is now the
Sunnyside Club. Thisf-'Fall two other changes have taken
place as follows: (1) The women in the 7J"ellton vicinity
have asked to meet separately from the Roll-Wellton Club.
Consequently in October a branch club was organized with
a member of the Roll-Wellton club as president. (2) The
Principal' of the Gadsden school approached the Agent ask­
ing that a branch club be organized to serve the mothers
of the school. Consequently the first week in October a
branch club was organized in Gadsden.
These clubs are not to interfere but merely to supplement
the WDrk of the initial clubs.
Of groups not specified as Home Demonstration Clubs, but
with which the Agent has. carried programs, may be mentioned:
Wednesday Afternoon Club; Yuma Mother's Club; Yuma Music
Club; Delta Kappa gamma Educational Society; Arizona Home
Economics Association, AmericmRed Cross; Business and Pro­
fessional Women's Club, various church organizations in
Yuma and Somerton; etc.
HOIDe Maker Councils
As this report is being written, the outlook for a con -
sistently functioning County Council for Home Demonstration
Clubs is better than it has been at any time in the past.
During the war period, it was impossible to hold County
wi de home make-rcouncils because of the restrictions in
travel which war brought. The Agent found it necessary to
go from group$ to group� in order to formulate plans. These
groups decis.ions mere pooled for a count7 decision. Then it
was she met individually with program committees and planned
wlth them for the year for their particular club. The Victory
Year Book, supplied by the state Office, was used for posting
these programs, and was distributed to members.
This Fall, the County Office, published its own Home l.�aker ' s
Year Book. In it are found: County goals; club goals; club
enrollment; officers; suggested program subjects; Home maker r s
creed; a calender of monthly meetings. Also scattered through
the book are timely quotations and there is space for note
taking. The form for this year book came from the state Office.
The details ,'{ere' worked out by the County Council this Fall.
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PROGRAM OF WORK (cont'd)
Sub Project C-4-H Clubs
Organization
From December 1945 to December 1946, girls' 4-H Clubs
in Yuma County have been in operation and have shovm
completions. These are a s follows:·
Clothing Enrollment Completions
Cr-ai e 27 20
Rood 22 19
Sunnyside 17 14
Roll 15 14
Gadsden 19 17
Somerton, 7th 20 20
Somerton, 8th 22 21
Stitch & Cackle (HighSchool) 7 6
Las Aguilas 6
Jolly Commuters (HighSchool) 8 8
Sand Sifters (Parker) 11 11
Bouse 11 11
Harquehala 3 3
Quartzsite 2 0
Salome 6 2
Meal Planning
Roll 14 14
Sunnyside 7 7
Crane 11 10
Somerton 11 10
Las Aguilas (High School) 2 2
Jolly Commuters(HighSchool) 6 6
Sand Sifters (Parker 14 12
Bouse 1 1
Harquehala 1 1
Food Preservation
Las Aguilas (HighSchool) 3 3
Jolly Commuters(HighSchool) 4 3
Gadsden 8 7
Rood 5 5
Sunnyside 6 4
Somerton 5 5
Home Furnishings
Rood 3 3
Sunnyside 3 3
Totals 290 �
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PROGHAM OF WORK (cont'd)
The figures are for enrollments in the various girls'
projects. Obviously a number of girls �ere enrol1d in
more than one project and two clubs were combination
meal planning and canning clubs. The number of 4-H
girls carryine one or more projects during the year is
211. This figure does not, however, include girls who
attended club meetings from one to three tim�s but who,
for various reasons, did not become permanent club members.
During the year there were approximately t.hirty such girls.
During the year, the Agent has spent sixty three percent
of her time with 4-H club work. This represents a sub­
stantial increase over all previous years. As a matter
of fact it is the first year when 4-H club mork has taken
even half of the Agent's time, the nearest approach being
forty thrGe percent last year. The reason has been an
expanding 4-H club program in Yuma County. This year, for
the first time, Yuma County has had an Assistant County
Agricultural Agent who has been a specialist in 4-H Club
work. New features have consequently been introduced into
the program such as: a County 4-H Club Fair; various trips
to state Campt State �air, etc; Recognition Banquet; night
meetings for the older youth; County Council Meeting; etc.
All of these events have made an increased demand on the
Agent's time. In.addition, the Agent has been called on
many times to "pinch-hit" for leaders. The teacher shortage
has brought this about because of the heavy load being carried
by teachers. However, as this report is being w'ritten,
a definite advantage is developing. :flothers and interested
outsiders are more than ever assuming leadership responsibilities
rather than have their childxen loose out on the advantages
of 4-H club Jvork. They are realizing that it is a physical
impossibility for the Agent to be in more than one place at
a time. To date, competent volunteer leaders have been added
at 1JJellton, at Crane, at Gadsden and at Salome.
State workers who have visited the county, chring the current
year, in the interest of 4-H club Nork are as follows:
Sept. 25
15 & l6--Mr. Kenneth McKee, state Leader, 4-H club til) rk
5 & 6 --N�. Kenneth McKee, state Leader, 4-H Club �ork
Miss Jean Stewart, state Leader, Horne Dem, I'rork
Miss Grace Ryan, state Specialist, h-H Club Work
Miss Bertha Virmond, Home Dem. Agent at Large
--Miss Bertha Virmond, Home Dem. Agent at Large
Miss Helen Church, state Clothing Specialist
-Mr. Kenneth McKee, state Leader, 4-H Club Work19
Feb.
Apr.
Oct.
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In all above instances, the Home Demonstration Agent has
shared the time of the state Horker with the Assistant
County Agricultural Agent. The total number of events
and meetings with state workers in attendance thus shared
is five with a total attendance of eight hundred.
As before$ated, this current year saw the introduction
of a Yuma County Junior Agricultural Fair as an annual
event. It took place on April 6th and was cooperated in
by the Agricultural Extension Service and the vocational
classes at the High School. The event was sponsored by
the Yuma County Senior Chamber of Co�nerce. Since it was
the first such Fair attempted in the county more than the
usual amount of organization work had to be done in prep­
aration. An effort was made to simplify the activities so
that better grading could b e accomplished. Finally the girl's
4-H work was divided into two main divisions; (1) Exhibits
mainly clothing; (2) Demonstrations. Of the approximate 200
girls, 130 brought exhibits varying in number from one to
five. These, were carefully entered according to catalog
classification and judged for white, red or blue award.
The exhibit�lminated in the afternoon by, a dress revue at
which time three county dress revue representatives were named.
All in all, the clothing exhibits were satisfactor,y. There
had been so many interferences in club .rork during the year
that all club members had worked against time to finish their
projects and as a" result standards were not rigidly adhered to.
4-H club girls have uniformly expressed the desire todo better
work another year. The agent feels that since, in almost all
cases girls work with very meager equipment, it was very
fine that there were as many completions as there were. Planning
for next year 1 s Fair over a Longer period of time va 11 make for
uniforw�y better workmanship.
The meal planning entries included posters on the general theme,
"Food for Health", and one "House of Health" exhibit built from
cereals and fruits.
Demonstrations were thrown into two divisions, (1) Sen�or. (2)
Junior. Subjects f�r demonstrati�ns include�� (1) Shrl�k7ng
Washable material, (2) Table settlng the 4-H I�Y �3) Shl�lng
Shoes the 4-H 7vay (4) Sewing on Fasteners (5) Mahng
a s irnpl.e
salad (6) Glue Method of cleaning washable woolen� (7) A. quick
at�h for work clothes (8) Accurate measurements
In cook7ng. (9)
§ewing Seams (10 Taking tieasurements for a �ess. T�� w;;nnl�g
���i��n!�: �:���t�:!!dd:!O�����t!�t��a��� ����i��Oth:S4-�n'{�r •
All in all; ,the demonstrations showed good effort and
were we
received.
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In previous years, 4-H club achievements have been held
in Uay. This current year, the plan was changed for the
southern part of the county; being superceded by the Fair
in April for exhibit purposes and by a Recognition Banquet
in October for-making awards, etc. The clubs in the northern
part of the County had originally planned to take part in the
Fair. A Parker school bus was ar-ranted for, to bring the
delegates over the desertra distance of one hundred and forty
miles,to Yuma. Unfortuna�ely the bus broke down completely
in transit and consequently the delegation did not arrive.
As a result, it was deemed advisable to hold achievements for
these clubs as in previous years. Achievement exhibits and
programs were held at Bouse, Parker, and Salomeo Pins and
certificates were presented for completions at that time.
The Recognition Banquet was held at Crane School the evening
of Saturday, October nineteenth. The event was participated
in by 4-H club members, their parents and leaders, both state
and county. Tickets were put on sale and all communities In­
the southern part of the county responded. More than three
hundred tickets were sold and two hundred and ninety served.
Food preparation was done by the Crane School Cafeteria staff
lvith individual ice cream tubs for dessert donated by the Senior
Chamber of Commerce.
Tables were decorated with 4-H emblems and the banquet room
was well set up. The President of the 4-H County Council acted
as Master of Ceremonies and the program included the awarding of
pins and certificates to all the boys and girls in the southern
part of the county, who had completed their 4-H projects since
September of last year; special awards for county winners in
both boys and-girl's projects; special awards for state winners;
Leader avar-ds , etc • Mr 0 Ray Smucker of KYUM broadcas ting s tation,
gave the inspirational talk of the evening, and Mr. Robert Brauch
led the group in singing•. Mr. Kenneth McKee, state Leader of
4-H club work, made the state awards and Mr. Craft from the
state office took photographs of the occasion. It was all in all,
a gala occasion.
Shortage of materials has directly influenced allproject work
with girls in 4-H Club work this current year. There has been
a decided shortage of yardage, so much so, in fact that for
most of the time no material could be purchased. It has required
considerable ingenuity on the part of everyone concerned to see
that girls have had material with vfhich to work. In spite
of this handicap, however, the percentage of completions has been
good.
Canning club work, as in previous years has been carried as
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a mother, daughter project. As usual, h-H club girls
have cooperated «ith their mothers in canning tomatoes,
black-eyed peas, garden peas, greens, beets, plums,
peaches, apricots, dates, etc. In a few instances girls
have done meat canningo In general, the amount of 4-H
,canning this year was some what less than last year, the
reason being that freezing as a means of food preservation
is becoming cocrmon usage throughout the COID1ty.
As usual, dJring the summer months, h-H club «ork centered
around Meal Planning. There was in addition some work with
canning, with the older girls in clothing, with dairy foods
demonstrations and with the girls submitting records for
the following contests: clothing aChievement; Dress Revue;
Girl's Record; Canning.
In 1st years annual narrative report, the Agent told of a
new venture in the history of h-H club work in Yuma County.
It was that a delegation of boys and girls attended the
state 4-H Camp at Camp Geronimo, in Cochise County. This
year a delegation again attended camp. The party consisted
of twelve 4-H girls, five 4-H boys, the Assistant County
Agricultural Agent, the Home Demonstration Agent and a
local leader who served as song leader for the camp. Time
spent at camp was most pleasant and profitable for all the
group. Activities were well worked out and thoroughly enjoyed
by the boys and girls. However, transportation was even more
difficult this year than last year. Last year special help
from the state staff was called on at the last minute to
make sure that the group arrived home safelyo This year,
with efforts made in planning, to forestall repe�ted diffic­
ult ies, it was even more hazardous , However, the group
made the round-trip successfully, every one arriving home
safely and in good spirits. Both years the difficulty has
been with the bus, used as a conveyance from Yuma, and its
driver.
Since making the trip this hummer, the Assistant County
Agricultural Agent and the ome Demonstration Agent have
taken a group of 4-Hers to the State Fair in Phoenix. Again
a school bus was used but this time the Assistant County
Agent was the driver. He secured a bus driver's license for
the trip and there was absolutely no difficulty e�ther going
or coming. It would seem that a solution of transportation may
be to have a competent dri'\Ter from our own staff take over.
Speaking of the trip to the State Fair, it was made tofulfill
the awards made at the Junior Agricultural Fair. At that time
the Chamber of Commerce awarded trips to the state 4-H Hound­
Up to certain high ranking contestants. The Round-Up did
not materialize this year did no� materiali�e �h�ear being
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ca�led off because of the Polio epidemic. Hence the
trip to the State Fair was the s ubstd.tute , Originally
nine girls and eleven bqys won trips. Because of school
examinations and other activities the number of girls
actually going was reduced to four. In the case of
the boys several were added by paying their own-expenses
so in the end the party consis�ed of four girls, fifteen
boys and the two Agents. We left Friday afternoon, arrived
in Phoenix that evening and returned Sunday afternoon.
Saturday was L.-H day at the 1"air and the Yuma County group
entered judging contests as follows: Rabbits; Poultry;
Beef; Dairy; Swine� The remainder of the time was spent with
seeing the �fair. It was a thoroughly worthwhile and enjoy-.
able trip f or all concerned.
Because of the cancelling of the 4-H Round-Up it was necessary
to make special provision for judging county contestants for
state awards. The record books of all countytinners were sent
to the state office the first of September. On September 25th,
Miss Helen ChurCh, State Clothing Specialist and Miss Bertha
'
Virmond, Home Demonstration Agent at Large, were in Yuma for
the purpose of judging our Dairy Foods Demonstration Team and
our Dress Revue representative. The eyent took place in the
Crane School auditorium and an audience was supplied by the
sixth, seventh and eighth grade girls.
The subject for the Dairy Foods Team was "Out door Meals".
The demonstration sought to emphasize the desirability of
nutritioUs, appetizing outdoor meals for Yuma County people.
After their introductory remarks, the girls prepared and
placed'for serving the following meal: Cream of Cheese Soup;
Fruit and Vegetable Sandwiches; Head Lettuce and Egg Salad;
Milk to drink. All foods were charted on flThe Wheel of good
Eating and posters were used giving the recipes for the Soup
and the sandvnch filling.
The girls wore whi1:.e tailored wash skirts, Yuma County h-H
club T shirts and caps. �bile the girls had difficulty in
meeting for practice since one lived in the extreme northern
part of the County and the other in Yuma Valley, some one
hund�ed and thirty miles apart still they did a very good job.
At least the school children who saw the demonstration ilere
very much impressed. Many of them have talked about it with
the Agent since the meetdng, The demonstration team has since
been adjudged the state 1dnner in the Dairy Foods Demonstration
contest.
, 1 � J� �'�"\'�1 v " dJ. h..vvv.,... )
The Dress Revue representativel"mat� a yeLl.o« wool strget dress.
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!he _t.erial baa & woven plaid in it and Sldrlq did an
excellent, job or -tcbinc th9 pla1a.. The dreg tite wU
aDd. the at,'le is beooming. Shirl., wear. brown accesloriel in
.hoe.J purse and cap_
The· Girls !ecord. Conteatant, 'Billi. Simona, was aaked to model
a blue lace pan" dress which she had. _de. It ....�·
a lov.lT cost. . cd received enthusiutic app1auH. .
.
1.'he. Clotb1rl, Aehitvement Conte.teat.. Dorotb7 tattle, wlas ..ked
to� the 'woOL suit. which abe made and exhib1teci a� the
4-11 Count.y rur laa\ spring.
In justice to the count, contestant. 111 airls R<to0rd8, ClotJl1nl
Acb1evement, aDd eaDnSUI it should be stated that thq each·
PrfIp1IN4 nccr4 books which were outataD.dJug.
.
Tbq took '\he
tOl'a ot.8crap 'boob, WI'e'.1n _11 orpniHcl an'4i, the7. -,
.
. forth� 4-H ece_pUsb1aent8 !rca 7Ur to year. tt.y �
kept. reoord books, photographs, .ample. of -t.eri&lA uecl,
t.-a Ribbons, pins, etc., and t.be•• were all included in. 'their
books. Iaoh of theM 111'11 baa acc:ompU.bttd. much, in t.Mir
4-1 work and each 18 acOQlpllabed in iheir respective field.
Tuu. county 1. Foud or it,t. conteatm1u.
Betore l.e 1D& the subject. of 4-B actiTitl•• add. result. it
lhoul4 be h t&te4 that 4-B rUes 1Ja the COUll. Olfice are
orptd.Nd. �ter than ,the,' have been in an:r time .paI'. 'The
, A8.ut.c\ COlA'" lpt1cnltva11pat baa iuUtut44, a carel
. � .,..w. .1ell·worD ft't7 .ttectlve17 tor a�.
record ot�� and c oaple\1one.
"
.
. 1 1lCIIIt.hl7 4-1 ... tnter 18 pubUu.cl UDder the eaptlca
.' ltCovere<! 'lac••.ad M!1\ to all 4-H _mbers and their l_dera."
.. Th1e �\ter 18 a lout. pubUcati<a of tah. Jaa18tant. CountT
.. .Acr1cultuN]., ip!lt -.4 the HCIIe '�OMtratlO!l Agent.
hb-Proje9�
.'. ..!leporta .rr. tho_ DeaaaDatrat,im Agent, t .. ottic. take the
.
tOl'll of a ..t.hl7 balTat1ve and, Jtatiltical repa:rt and an
.'. amual narra\1ve and .t.atiltioal report.. The Agent. has
.... an .tto.r\ '0 .ut:ait, wekll' J9� to the .tate otf�e.
but. lION t.�" than DOt. the•• have been imposslblA bMaUS8
of 001118.1,100 in atenognphio ••"1C8 or in the Agent'. .
prosr..
.
.. .,."
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The Agent has a calendar outline where she writes down
appointments, makes notes concerning meetings, etc.
Reports are largely made from this calendar.
XIII NUTRITION
It seems hardly f air to tell of one year r S 1IIOrk in
nutrition wit.hout �oing back for at least a brief
account of teachings and accomplishillents, in previous
years. F9r instance, a decade aco, Yuma County had
an intens���ourse in Child Care. The Agent is still
feeling the influence of this course and not a month
passes that she does not distribute literature from
the Children's Bureau on Prenatal, Infant or Pre School
child care. Also the long established custom of giving
advice on food preparation has meant that the Agent is
called on for advice in all phases of food preparation
from supplying recipes to interpreting unusual results.
With the coming of food shortages and rationing, the
Agent has spent much time helping homemakers with sugar,
fat, flour, meat stretching, etc. The war years saw
increase in food production through gardens, etc. The
Agent has consequently been called on for an additional
amount of information on food preservation. In 1944, an
eighty acre field of garden peas ready for harvest was
abandoned because of labor troubles. The field 'was thrrnvn
open to the public before the grow-ers got around to pl.o.ring
the peas under. For about ten days, Yuma County housewives
(more than a hundred in the field at one time) went to the
field and picked peas by the bushel. The Agent «as very
busy answering office and telephone calls requesting canning
information. In 1945 there was a similar instance on a
somewhat smaller scale, when a field of garden peas was
turned over to the public by the Reclamation. This was
accompanied by an increase in requests for canning inform­
ation. However, this year, several sharp freeze units
have appeared on the scene, homemakers calling in for
information because they were freezing the peas. At other
times surplus fields of black eyed peas, tomatoes and
Irish potatoes were thrown open when products for the
picking or a much reduced price were made available and
housewives have availed themselves of foods for canning.
During the current year, there was again a surplus fieJd
of Bnglish pease but this year there has been a charge
for the peas �vhen before the peas were availab]e for the
picking. This resuled in less of the peas being either
canned or frozen.
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Hot school lunches have increased both in quality of
lunches served and in percentage of children served
this current year over previous years. The problem
has been simplified by the fact that three rural schools
have �een closed the children being sent either to Crane
School or to the Yuma Grammar School. These are as
follows: Laguna School in the North Gila Valley closed
1944-children enrolled at Yuma Gra�nar school; Sunnyside
School closed 1944-children enrolled at Crane; Rood School
closed 1946--children enrolled at Crane. In the Fall of
1945, a hot school Lunch �vas instituted at Roll, Mohawk
School -with the President of the Home Demonstration Club
acting as Cafeteria supervisor.
This Fall, the Wellton Home Demonstration was organized as
a unit separate from the Roll-Wellton Club and they have
been w-orking on the project or'"a hot school lunch for
Wellton. They hope to begin serving after the Christmas
holidays. HOD school lunches now in operation arB as
follows: Yuma Union High School, Ywna Grammer School;
Gadsden, Somerton, Crane a�d Roll.
In 1945, a school lunch leader meeting was held at Somerton
vath Miss Reva Lincoln, Extension Nutritionist in charge •
. This year the Agent has supplied recipes, etc. on request
to lunch room supervisors. These women have in turn helped
the 4-11 Meal Planning Club program by acting as Leaders,
by permitting their rooms to be used for meeting places, and
in the case of Crane School, by preparing meals for the
County 4-H Fair and the Recognition 3vent.
SUB PROtTECT A - FOOD DRODUCTION
As previously stated, the war brought a great chamge in the
vegetable marketing facilities in Yuma County. In pre-war
days, our markets were abundant in both variety and amountss
of fresh vegetables and at very reasonable almost nominal
cost. After the war began, the change was to the bad in all
three instances. In view of this during the last four yeats
ga�dens have been very much the order of the day; that is,
when they could at all be managed. V:hile the Home Demonstration
program im the matter of gardens continues to be purely sub­
sidiary to that of the County Agricultural Agent program, yet
certain things have been accomplished to stimulate production.
It noW" appears that gardens have become a�alnit with many
home makers who before the war considered them not feasible in
this area.
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PROGP.A,M" OF WORK ('Cont' d)
XIII NUTRITION (conlt)
SUB PROJSCT A - FOOD PRODUCTION (cont'd)
Gardens reached their peak in number three years ago.
Since then this number of gardens has, in the large been
maintained. Home makers have learned much in wise plant­
ing for a balanced yield. This is true both for variety
of vegetables planted and amounts planted. Club meeting
discussion have continued to be positive factors in this
direction. For instance there has been an increase for
both the plantinf of broccoli and the consumption of
broccoli resulting from calling attention to the fact that it
is particularly adapted for growing the Y1�a Area. In 1945
the Agent gave instructions for cooking broccoli at meetings
of all Home Demonstration Clubs. In Yuma County gardens
the chief vege:bables grown are as f'ol.Lows s tomatoes, garden
peas, black eyed peas. beans of many varieties. broccoli,
greens of many varieties, carrots, potatoes, s��ash, beets,
cucumbers, corn, onions, okra, egg plant, pepers and rad�ish�
SUB PROJECT B - FOOD PRESERVATION
A part of the Home Demonstration Agent's time each month of
the year is occupied with dispensing information on food
preservation. This is because food materialgrows in Yuma­
County the year round. However, this presence of fresh food
rnaterials has made Yuma County not one which cans heavily.
The practice is to preserve the surplus which occurs and
to use it to supplement the fresh vegetables and citrus
fruits of the long gorwing season. Such fruits as apricots,
peaches, pears, plums, cherries do not grow to any extent
locally. For the past few yesrs there has been rather large
scale trucking of such fruits from Salifornia vhich, together
with the shortage of commercially canned fruits has ereatly
stimulated home canning. The9, too, since Yrnna is located
0:.1 the border of California, many home makers make rather
extended visits to california orchards, when the fruit is
ripe, for the purpose of canning the fruit.
The year 1943 saw an effort tb make the aryin� of vegetables
in Yuma County practical. Dehygrators vere built in farm
communities and. two result demonstrations conducted. While
the dried products Here fairly palatable yet, without ex�eption
home makers preferred canned foods. DIjring was not deemed
of much practical use in Yuma County because surplas'can
better be conserved by canning or freezingo A possible
exception may be the drying of figs. Ho.vever , a special
method must be used to prevent spoilage as follows:
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Place the" figs on trays in the sun protected from insects.
(The figs should be separated from each other in single rows).
Dry until they give in the hand when squeezed, not rattle.
Then wash;20 minutes in cold water containing 4 ounces salt
to each gallon of water. Dry again for one-half day. (The
figs will plump again). Pile them up for a week or two to
sweat, then pack in clean boxes or sterile jars and seal tight­
ly to prevent further drying and to protect from insects.
In 19�3, also, when pressure canners were being rationed, ap­
proximately one hundred new pressure canners were purchased in
Yuma County. This has, in all subsequent years, helped mater­
ially the home canning of food materials. In all years past,
some ffork has been done by the Agent in testing the accuracy
of pressure gauges. She has, at present a maxL�um registering
thermometer and tests gauges on request. However, Yuma County's
dry climate together with sea level altitude tend to keep
gauges accurate and to minimize the importance of such testing.
The years 1944 and 1945 sax the practice of home canning in
Yuma County reach a new high. This was accounted for by the
following:
1. High point value of co�mercially canned foods.
2. Increase in California truits trucked into Yuma
3. Surplus from vegetable gardens
4. Increase in number of pressure cookers in the County.
The current year has seen a decided decline in canning in favor
of freezing as a method of preservation. This is due to greatly
increased facilities for freezing. In September of 1945, a com­
mercial freezer storage locker plant was opened for trade with
more than sixty percent of the rentals going to rural people.
In addition home freezer cabinets have been installed in a great
many r ural homes "With more being purchased all the while.
In August of 1945, the Agent attended a work shop on Freezing of
Foods at t.hs University. The school was under the .direction of Miss
Reva Lincoln, �xtension Nutritionist. This work shop was good
preparation for demonstrations and conferences in the county. At
t�e University, the group used the new freezer cabinet located in
the nutrition research department. The Agent carre affay from the
work shop Nith a good comprehension of the princinles and operations
involved in deep freezing.
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In October and November of 1945,demonstrations on fr�ezing
were given to Yuma County Home Demonstration Clubs and to
the Yuma Garden Club, the Senior Delta Club and a Tenant
Purchase Group from the Farm Security Administration.
During the current year a demonstration on the preparation
of foods for freezing was given to the Mother's Club of Yuma.
The Agent prepared broccoli and rhubarb for freezing, leaflets
were distributed, and there was a comprehensive round table
discussion. Three Home Demonstration Clubs have requested
repeat demonstrations and the Agent has complied. Two such
demonstrationSwere given in February and one in April.
The Freezer Locker Plant has been going at top speed since the
day it opened. Already they have added to their initial
capacity of six hundred lockers and there has, from the first,
been a waiting list. Meat is the predominant thing stored.
There is a butcher employed at the locker and a charge made
for cutting and wrapping. However there is considerable
preparation for freezing done by homemakers and more and more
freezing is superseding canning as a met�od of preserving
vegetables and fruits which lend themselves to freezing.
During the month of June, this year, the Agent had an unusual
nQ�ber of calls for information either on canning or freezing
of poultry. Reasons included high price of feed; suw�er heat;
summer vacations Kith no one at home to c are for the chickens.
During the month of June, this year, the government bulletin
on Canning and the one on 'freezing fruits and vegetables was
mailed to the entire mailing list.
,
hi
Of rather unusual interest if the fact that many Yuma County homemakers
have canned Irish potatoes. This was because potatoes do not store
successfully here and there has been a surplus. The Agent has dis­
pensed information on the subject on request.
On one occasion the manager of the Frozen Locker Plant called the
Agent requesting information on the storage of White flour. It
seems a demand had developed because of the flour shortage. The
Agent complied with the best information she had on the subject.
Among the usual run of requests for information on preserving
of food materials, there have been an unusual number for help
with the storing of fresh dates. These the Agent has answered
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with home visits, with phone cal.la and with distribution
of the Arizona Extension Circular "The Home Curing of
Fresh Dates in Arizona" and Extension Folder !{-37 "Home
Curing of Datesff•
Before Ie aving the;3 ubject of food preservation, a brief
paragraph of the County's 4-H Canning representative seems
in order. She is a seventeen year old girl who has done much
more canning than is nossible with most Yuma County 4-H girls.
This is because the£amily butchers all its own meat and canning
is the chief means of preservation. This last year she took
entire responsibility for the canning. She has also had op­
portunity to sell her canned meat. She prepared an excellent
record book telling of her activities and the Agent worked
with her to make sure her figures checked, etc.
SUB PROJECT C--FOOD SELECTION Al{D PREPARATION
Certain factors have influenced procedures in Food Selection
this current year as compared with previous years. One of
these has been the shortage of sugar, fats, meat and for part
of the year wheat flour. Another has been the opening of the
markets for the purchase of pressure sauce pans. A third
factor has been the almost epidemic proportions with which
Yuma County families took vacation trips this srunmer.
This last mentioned factor influenced the program from June
to October -when practically all food selection and preparation
meetings were with 4-H club girls. These vacations were
partly because of the weather, when high temperature was c om­
bined with high humidity, a very bad combination. Then, too,
families had planned, all during the war, to take time off the
first summer when conditions made it possible.
As illustrative of this is a letter from a Home Demonstration
Club Secretary in reply to a request for overseas children's
packages (the "YelloYi Duck" program descri.bed later) 0
flOur Club President has asked me to write you in answer to
your letter. ·'Ie would like very nich to fix a box of toys
as suggested but as most of the ladies are away now' it �fill be
impossible. Our President is workdrig at Ralph's }ffill and so
would not be able to put any time working on it, and we are
l�aving for vacation in a few days. Ie hope that the next time
we are called upon to do something we can c�mply". For the
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above reason most of the field work of the Agent has
been with 4-H club girls. Even here it has been nec­
essary tobe content with a big shift in personnel.
At repeat meetings of the s�ne club, there has been
an almost complete change in members present because
families had gone on vacation.
Food sale ction is almost always integrated with food
preparation when it is the topic of the day at meetinGs.
For that reason it is difficult to separate them for a
report. However, this current vear , as last year" women
have wanted help ,yith meal planning because of the re­
strictions which shortages of certain foods has brough�
This help has been given at meetin£s, over the telephone,
in office calls, home visits, radio broadcasts and in
circular letters.
There follows chronologically a brief discussion of
meetings which either directly or by follow u� have
helped with food selection and preparation problems.
During December, as last year, fewer demonstrations
were given on Christmas Cakes, Candies, etc., because the
sugar shortage made such deu:onstrations not feasible.
The Agent distributed and discussed at Home Demonstration
Club Meetings the State Extension bulletin entitled "For
That Holiday Dinner". The method of roasting the turkey
and the stuffing were particularly good and were helpful.
Many women also made the carrot pudding suggested in the
bulletin. On one occasion, the Agent used the directions
herself in preparing a turkey dinner for sixteen guests
and with very good results. In the week preceding Christ­
mas, the Agent «as cal.Is d repeatedly to �ive advice on
christmas preparations varying from recipes for cooking
dehydrated cranberries to picking goose.
In January, intensive work began in preparation for the
County h-H lair. In pr-eparatd on ['or oemonstration contests,
club members Eave demonstrations at their regular club
meetings. At Meal Planning club meetings, demonstrat.ions
on table setting v{ere practiced. The Agent wrote the
outline for the demonstration and distributed it to
club members.
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In Februar,y, �ss Reva Lincoln, Extension Nutritionist,
came to the county f or two day's work and the Agent spent
a very profitable time with her on the subject of
Pressure Sauce Pan Cookery. �iss Lincoln brought her own
Flex Seal Sauce Pan; l�ss Virmond, Home DeMonstration Agent
aT large, generously loaned her Presto Sauce Pan; the facto�
shipped a �irrp-�atic saucepan; a local store loaned a
"Uinute-8ave-r" Universa:1 Sal1.Cepan, whLch they had in stock.
The first day was spent in a ifOrk-shop making comparisons of
the sauce pans and formulating a de�o�stration on the
preparation of a Pressure Sauce Pan l._""eal. The menu selected
included: Swedish Ileat Falls; Broccoli'; Ar)'ple Brown Betty.
The second day this derlonstration was given to the Roll­
Wellton Home Demonstration Club and the members were much
interested. The demonstration was augmented by two nutrition
movie reels.
Following 1.1iss Linvoln I s visit, there was time but for one
demonstration by the Agent on Pressure Sauce Pan Cookery in
February. This was given to the Sunnyside Heme Demonstration
Club and wi.th good results.
In �arch a total of· three meetings on Pressure Sauce Pan
Cookery were conducted by the Agent. Clubs included ��re as
follows: North Gila Home Demonstration Club; Gadsden Home
Demonstration Club; Yuma �esa, Crane Home Demonstration Club.
The meal prepared at these demonstrations was the same as the
one prepared when ��iss Lincoln was in the county.
Preparation f or the county 4 -H Fair continued to be stressed
and all meetings centered around team. demonstration by club
members. In the northern part of the county, the Parker Club
did a demonstration on a simple salad fitting it into the
basic seven food chart. The Bouse and Salome Clubs did demon­
strations on Setting the Table the 4-H -:ray' and nAccurate
Measurements". The Crane Meal Planning Club worked on three
demonstrations: n� Simple Salad"; "Setting the Table t:be
4-H ,-,ray"; "Accurate l=easurements". The Roll Club worked on
"Setting the Table the 4-H :lay".
The latter part of l�arch, the State Convention of the
Business and Professional �Vomen was hal.d in Yuma. It fJas
a big affair and all professional Nomen of Yuma Nere asked to
assume responsibilities as hostesses. The part the Agent vlas
asle d to do, was to be chairman for the noon luncheon on
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Saturday, �.�arch 23rd. She had a committee of fourteen and
together they planned, prepared and served two hundred people.
Everything went smoothly and the food was unusually good.
Several of the guests remarked that it was the best managed
affair of its kind they had ever seen which made the Agent
feel very good. It is not likely that Yuma will be hostess for
the convention f or many years to come, so the time seemed more
than well spent. As a matter of record the only day time spent
was Saturday morning.
In April, the work of the County 4-H Fair superceded all other.
Meal Planning Demonstrations were given a s follows: Setting
the Table the 4-H Viay; Accurate Neasurements; Making a Sirr.ple
Salad. The winning demonstration in the Junior Division of the
11'air was given by Crane Meal Planning Club members and was
entitled "Setting the Table the 4-H Way".
The ]a tter part of the month, the Assistant County AgricuJ.±. ural
Agent and the Home Demonstration Agent visited the northern
part of the County. Demonstrations on making a Simple Salad
were given a t Bouse; at W'enden; at Salome.
In May, the Agent worked out a demonstration on substituting
potatoes for bread. To increase interest, she prepared a
molded potato salad which the Nomen liked very much. There was
a round table discussion for exchange on using potatoes. This
demonstration was given to the North Gila Home Demonstration
Club and the Gadsden Home Demonstration Club.
In June crune the transition from a spring to a summer program.
The Agent met regularly with 4-H Meal Planning Clubs. Three
centers were made available for such meetings as follows:
Gadsden Boy and Girl Club House; Somerton School Cafeteria;
Crane School Cafeteria. Each group had its local leader who
worked closely with the Agent. In the begi.nmng , each group
worked on the demonstration "�aking Citrus Juice Punch". All
groups then chose to study bread making looking forward to
demonstrations on the subject at the County 4-H Fair next
year, 1947.
Also during June, a Dairy Foods Demonstration Team was selected
from among the winners at the 4-H Fair. The winning senior team
at the Fair 'was John Ann Ham and Louise Headington from Crane
Sohool. The winner from the northern part of the county, Parker,
.vas llary Ruth Hargus. Just after school closed John Ann Ham moved
with her family to Kentucky which eliminated her. That made
the two rirls most eligible Louise Headington and Hary Ruth Hargus.
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Colleen Masters from Gadsden, a blue ribbon winner at
the Fair, was chosen as alternate. Some time was spent
during the month choosing a subject and formulating plans
for the demonstration. The Gadsden girls were,cs a group,
very helpful in discussing details. The subject chosen
was ttOutdoor cookery".
During July and August food selection and preparation
meetin�s were conf�ned to 4-H ones. The reason has previously
been given. Regulf meetings ·were held in the three centers
before referred to and the Agent attended unl.ess prevented
by Nork outside the COlIDty or annual leave. Bread making
continued to be the center of ·interest supplemented by some
work on sugar saving desserts to relieve the monotony. It
was some what difficult to arrange practices for the dairy
foods demonstration team since one of the girls lives in
the northern part of the county and the other in the suburg
of Yuma some one hundred and forty miles aparto However, the
problem .. as solved by having transportation furnished for
Mary Ruth by a member of the County Board of Supervisors from
the northern part of the county; Mary Ruth stayed at the
Agent t s home and each visit was made to count for a lot in
practice progress.
1Vhile there were no regular adult meetings �during the sumner,
still the Agent received numerous calls asking for advice
on one phase or another of Foods work. Illustrative of this is
one homemaker who called in saying that she had used frozen
pineapple in a gelatin salad and could not understand why it
would not gel. The Agent explained the uncooked pineapple
contains an enzyme which prevents the jelly action.
During theswmmer, one Red Cross Nutrition Committee meeting
was held. The subject under discussion was Yuma's cooperation
with the Red Cross program for food conservation. Plans were
made, and Later carried out, for distributing cards on the
subject through the local grocery stores. As aresult of this
meeting, letters on the subject W3re sent to t he Presidents
of the various ·women's clubs in Yuma and vicinity.
As the heat broke this Fall and Home Demonstration Club meetings
were resumed, there was included an interest in the subject of
sugar and fat conservation. During October a total of four
demonstrations were given on the subject making, �' illustration,
date nut bars. Since the date crop had, by this time, been
harvested and pecans were cominG in, «omen found these bars
practical as well as delicious.
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In November the round of clubs was completed on the above
demonstrations. Added Nere roll calls on the subject which
brought out some excellent suggestions from club members.
The Gadsden Home Demonstration Club, this Fall, sponsored
the making of a sugar conservation plaque which was exhibited
at the state Fair. The plaque spelled Yuma with dates with
a background of candied grapefruit peel and a border of
pecans. This was represented by products grown in the Yuma
Valley.
The Gadsden 4-H girls with the school Cafeteria Supervisor as
their leader, prepared yeast rolls, cookies, and spice cakes
and entered them in the Domestic Science division at the
state Fair.
In all the above, the Agent helped with pla ns , with shipping,
etc.
4-H Meal P1am1ing Clubs have been organized this Fall at
Gadsden, Rood, Somerton, Farm Security Migratory Camp, Crane,
Wellton, Roll, Parker and Bouse. This is quite an increase
over any previous year and work is underway f or good c om­
pletions.
XIV CLOTHING
Actual demonstrations in clothing work may not be as many this
current year as in some years previous because of the press
of other activities. However, the Agent has had opportunity
to get a perspective of the resuls of the long time clothing
program in Yuma County. In every community she has found
women who are 'skilldd in clothing technics Home Demonstration
work has taught and Who either formally or informally have acted
as local leaders for both adult and 4-H club work. This is
not a surprise, of course, 7f��en it is realized that there has
been a consistent clothing program in the county for more than
two decades.
Since Miss Lorene Dryden closed her work as Clothing Specialist
in the County and state this past Fall it may be well to give
the highlights of her te@hRi�� in Yuma County
-Q(H�f
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In February, 1942, the Specialist presented the subject
f1Identification of Fibers" at a local leader meeting.
The subject matter -Nas studied by the ieaders in attend­
ance and, with the help of the Home Demonstration Agent
was given back to all Home Demonstration and affiliated
clubs in the southern part of the county. It can be
said, that "Yuma County women have truly become acetate
rayon consciousfl' because of this work.
Selection, as such, has for the lastthree years had a
right about face because there has been such limited
choice of materials in local stores. It has been nec­
essary to watch the stores from day to day in order to
obtain materialtt--yardage has not stayed on the merchan­
dise shelves more than a few hours at a time. However,
in one way, the �vork on Identification of Fibers has been
invaluable in the clothing shortage because it has helped
with proper care of materials. During the current year
the Agent has given instructions for identification of
fibers as a care of clothing procedure. Leaders in all
corununities have done the same.
There has been garment construction work with feed sacks
when they could be obtained. At the State Conference on
Family Relations in August, 1945, the Cochise County
Horne Demonstration Agent demonstrated the stencilling of
designs on material and mostly the material used Nas
feed or flour sacking. She had some very lovely designs
which the Agent traced off. After the Agent came home she
cut these stencils in her spare time and showed them to
club members. As a result during the months since some
very interesting dresses, dirndl skirts, blouses, etc., made
from feed sacks and stencilled have sprung into being. Last
December, all Home Demonstration groups availed themselves
of the patterns and equipment for stencilling and made some
very attractive stencilled Christmas gifts. This Fall,
the Agent has purchased a Textile painting set, to add to
her previous suppl.Les and is loaning the equioment to g roups
upon request.
Sub-Project B-Construction
During her period of serVice, lfiss Dryden helped much in
teaching garment construction techniques. This was done
through conferences on 4-H club work, through a children's
clothing �vorkshop, and through work on Tailoring.
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In .A�ril of this current year, 1,�iss Dryden was in the
county for four days. ThxrjJig the time, a two day local
leader school was held on Basic Patterns; a meeting was
held with the Roll-ITellton Home Demonstration Club; a
fifteen minute joint broadcast, between the Specialist
and the Home Demonstration Agent, Vias given over KYUM.
��ile the local leader school was the smallest of its
kind in the County so farC only three cormnunities rep­
resented)had legitimate reasons which prev�nted their
coming.
Since this school two of the local leaders have come
to the Agent for bulletins, etc., and have h91d schools
in their communities. The Agent has herself held two
such schools in communities not represented at the local
leader school. That makes, to date, five communities
reached, with a total of twenty two basic patterns.
The Agent, this s�mer, used her basic pattern to make
a tailored suit and.je.l.ouse �dth good results. She has
been wearing thi� Home Demonstration Club meetings
this Fall and has been able to show tailoring technic
��th it. There is always some time for informal dis­
cussion at meetings.
At the L�oll-Wellton Home Demonstration Club meeting,
the Specialist delighted the group with an illustrated
talk on �resent trends in the textile industry. She
included, on special request, a deBonstration of a new
method for sewing in�ipper.
This latter the Agent later took to all Home Demon­
stration Clubs in the southern part of the County.
She equipped herself with a supply of ril!ped zippers
from �Yorn out garments and the women actually �{orked
at sewing in zipper. A number of women have since
told the Agent they like the method ve�r much and are
using it.
The broadcast shared by the Specialist and the Home
Demonstration Agent tool: pl.ace in the form of a
dialogue emphasizing high lif,hts in the clothin� program.
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One technic taught at meetings this year has been
particularly usef�L It is a method of making buttons
by covering bone rings �lus centers from the cork linings
of bottle tops. This method came originally from the
state office but this Fall, by ESpecial request, the buttons
have been demonstrated to all Home Demonstration Clubs and
some 4-H clubs as well.
/
'Nhile at 4-H Camp this summer , the Agent made some J. "Gems
which have been repro��:1tat all Home Demonstration Clubsthis Fall namely: a pin cushion; a special bag
which may be used for sewing equipment, as a party bag, etc.
One exception to inactivity of Hone Demonstration Clubs
this Current summer is the Nor-th Gila Club. One of their
members was burned Gut �ompletely this last spring. The
Agent helped in securing materials, etc., and the group
made t·vvo quilts presenting them to the member in question
this Fall.
Sub Proj�ct C--Economics
Clothing economics has been carried for several years under
the guidance of the State Clothing Specialist and under
the caption of "Care of Clothing Series". The first of the
series, namely "Identification of Fibres!1 has been reported
under selection of clothing. The second of the series com­
prised a local leader meeting on "Laundering Techniques"
with subsequent community meetings. The third was on "Dry
Cleaning" which included a demonstration of the use of home
made pressing equipment. Then came two county wi.de programs
on mending. All of these programs are now more than two
years old but their teachings are at present being used by
Yuma County Home Demonstration Club members.
In 1944 the "Care of Clothing Series" branched' out into
Clothing Storage. During the year the State Clothing
Specialist conducted one local leader meeting and one Home
Demonstration Club meeting on "Clothing Storage". The
Manual Training centers at Somerton and at the Mohawk School
in Roll VV'ere chosen as meeting places because they afforded
the use of shop equipment. The phase of storage chosen
for discussion was storage of shoes and sewing equipment.
The Specialist brought along illustrative material in the
form of shoe racks and portable sewin� mabinets and after
a discussion period, the women chose differently to make
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floor shoe rac�, a door shoe rack, and portable sewing
cabinets. In Somerton afollow-up meeting was held at
which time an additional number of the above 'articles
were made. The women reported good use of all articles.
In 1945 two groups who were not privileged to b e part
of the above meetings, made portable sewing cabinets as
follows: - The North Gila Home Demonstration Club began
with an all-day meetinq; at the school house. The Agent
secured the necessary �aterials for the frames at a
local lumber yard and during the day twelve frames were
£ompleted ready for painting. It took two additional
afternoon meetings to finish the cabinets but the results
were very satisfactory. The different linings and fittings
made a lovely colorful showing. The cabinets are meeting
a real need with the women and are something which should
last a lifetime.
In September of 1945 North Gila Home Demonstration Club
members who had missed making the cabinets, did the
carpentry work for them, at the school house. The com­
pletions were done a t home with t he help of other members
who were experienced.
Miss Dryden, state Clothing Specialist, conducted a second
leader meeting on "Clothing Storage". At this meeting the
principal interest Nas arran�ement of dresser drawers. The
meeting was held in the Somerton l.1anual Training center.
Some of the leaders brought shoe racks and portable sewing
cabinets which they had made •. The leaders wor-ked ,vith
dresser drawers which they had brought from home. The idea
was for them to make divisions which would facilitate orderly
and convenient storage. Quarter round cleats were cut to
measurements and nailed into some of the drawers and sliding
horizontal divisions made to run back and forth on the cleats.
Vertical divisions were also made, some of cardboard and
some of plywood or pieces of wood cut from orange crates
and planned to smoothness. The results of the meeting were
taken back to all· communities represented at the meeting
namely: Yuma Mesa; Gadsden; Somerton; Rood; Sunnyside; Crane.
While there has not been time for actual meetings by the
Agent on the above subjects during this current year', still
from reports, th'J practices are being utilized by all
communities.
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As before explained 4-H work in all its phases has re­
quired an increased amount of time this year as com­
pared with previous year.
In January the Agent contacted all leaders and clothing
club members in the interest of the 4-H Fair. She wrote
two demonstrations, one on the shrinking of washable
materials and one on the glue method for cleaning
washable woolens. Clothing clubs used these'as practice
demonstrations preparatory to working up demonstrations
for the Fair.
Also in January, the Agent prepared a chart setting forth
the points to watch in order to make a dress look prof­
essional. This she used for the Fair.
In February the Agent consulted with 4-H Leaders and
clothing club members concerning technics of garment
construction. She helped members in Parker, -v{enden,
Roll and Wellton to secure yardage for dresses. In
every way she knew, she encouraged club members to
work for c omple tions in time for the County 4-H Fair.
Because of difficulty in securing material, many girls
had a late s tart with their garments. Then, too, there
were school activities (basket ball games, track meets,
etc.) which cut into the time allowed for 4-H Club work.
In March the Agent spent time coaching demonstration teams
in cooperation with the various leaders. Since a demon­
stration contest Nas new to many leaders and club members,
it required considerable patience and fortitude on the
part of the Agent. The following demonstrations were
developed and practiced: A Quick Patch forWork Clothes;
Cleaning Nashable Woolens, glue method; Sewing on fast­
eners; Shrinking 'Nashable rnaterials; :Making a French SeamJ
Cutting Ture Bias; Shi�ing Shoes the 4-H Way; Taki�g
Measurements for a Dress. The Following h-H clubs were
included in the demonstrations: Gadsden Home Economics,
Gadsden Stitch and Cackle; Somerton Home Economics; Rood
Home Economics; Sunnyside Clothing; Wellton Clothing;
Holl Home Economics; Parker Clothing; Crane Jo;:lly Commuters;
Roll Las Aquilas; Sunnyside Clothing.
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In April came the 4-H Fair. The Agent was very
gratified at the'n��ber of clothing entries and the
number of clothing demonstrations given. One hundred
and thirty girls had from one to five entries each.
There were five senior clothing demonstrations and
twelve Junior clothing demonstrations. There would
have. been more but, a t the last minute, girls from
the northern part of the county could not enter as
previously explained.
The girl chosen a s dress revue representative was
Gladys Davfdson, Her dress is of greywool attract­
ively embroidered with wool yarn. Her hat, shoes,
.
and bag are kelly green. Later it was found that
Gladys was a little too young to be a state contestant
and so , Shirley Woodhouse second in line, "if as made
the Senior county dress revue girl�
Shirley Woodhouse made a very becoming costume. The
dress is a fall one, semi-tailored, of corn colored spun
rayon material. Her accessories are brown. The dress
material had threads woven into it to make a plaido
Shirley matched the plaids at the skirt seams, under arms
and the sleeve front with the blouse. In state competition
Shirley came out second in the State.
Dorothy Lattie won on points for Yuma County Clothing
Achievement representative. She has a veryfLne clothing
record including more than a hundred garments made for
herself, her family and some for outsiders. At the Fair
Dorothy modeLed a blue wool skirt with lined jacket which
she had made for herself and her mother modeled a blue
wool street dress which Dorothy had made for her. Dorothy
had a very fine scrap book, telling in a well organized
way of her accomplishments.
As this report is being written clothing clubs have been
organized for the year 1946-47 and are meeting regularly.
Leaders are functioning every where. There is still the
problem of obtaining material with M1ich to �ork but ways
out are developing and prospects are good for a high
percentage of achievements this coming year.
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PROGruu� OF �ORK(COntld)
Sub Project A--Selection
As in previous years household accounts and budgets have
been discussed, round table fashion, at some meeting of
all Home Demonstration Clubs during the year. As nearly
as the Agent can ascertain all rural families are keeping
accounts. However, most of them continue to prefer follow-
"
Lng their own methods and the wall calendar continues to be
a favorite method of jotting � thei)", expenditures down.
Only a sman percentage of Home Demonstration Club members
actually make a budget for the year. The consensus of
opinion is that it is more difficult to predict expenses
at present time than in pre-war years.
For the past three years the Agent has acted as consultant
in home furnishings. She has advised Home Denonstration
Club members as well as other homemakers on the selection
of material for re-upholstery and slip covers, for dra-pes,
on equipment, ar-rangemerrt of furniture, etc. Fortunately
upholstery and slip cover materials have been in the stores
much"more abundantly than other materials.
Sub Project B-Construction
Home Demonstration Clubs have been working with upholstery
and sli? covers for a good many years, so there is a good
share of experienced information on the subject in all
communities. Because of a full program, the Agent has
personally supervised work meetings only when it was nec­
essary to maintain standards. The meetings personally super=
vised represent only a small percent of the work accomplished.
A schedu� of the Agent·s activities is as follows:
In January one all-day work meeting on upholstery was held.
At this meeting, the springs were tied in an overstuffed
chair following which the chair Nas recovered. The finished
product was quite professional looking.
In February two meetings, one on slip covers, and one on
upholstery were held. At each of these meetings a daven­
port and a chair were covered.
In March uphols tp,ry work .ras done at. a meetinr:; of the Roll­
Wellton Club at the Reilly ranch about fifteen miles beyond
the Mohawk school in Roll. A davenport and chair were finished
.
compl.e te v{ith pleated ruffle s during the day. The finished
products were professional looking and }�s. Reilly delif,ht�d.
The work seemed particularly worth nhile because of th3
inaccessibility of the ranch--both the distance and the poor
roads would make it very difficult to bring the furniture to
Yuma for covering.
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XV HOME MANAGmC':NT
Sub Project B--Construction (contfd)
In November another slip c over meeting was held when a
davenport ai d chair were covered; a gain complete with
pleated ruffle, and again to the complete satisfaction
of every one concerned.
Reference' was previously made to matt�ess makingo Since
it logically belongs here it is again included hereo In
December, the Agent responded to a request from Parker.
She found upon arrival that several of the women had had
experience with mattress making and the need for help came
from having lost their directions and forgetting certain
points.
They had a mattress partially made when the Agent arrived
and she was ,able to see them through the completed processo
The mattress was really lavely and the women very particular
in their work. The Agent Is ft complete written directions
and one of the Ie aders promised to have these mimeographed,
Because of the inaccessibility of mattress twine and needles,
the Agent loaned them her supply. There are two centers
for working, one at the Parker Valley School and one at
Poston. In July the Agent held one meeting with a neighbor­
hood group when a mattress was made for a baby bed. A young
mother with a new born baby had ordered a bed. It came
without a mattress and she coula not get one. The neighbors
took pity on her and called the Agent for instructions.
Materials were purchased f rom a local upholstery shop and
the group were much pleased with the results.
Soap making continues to be practiced among Home Demonstration
Club members, C:I. s a means of supplementing commercial soap
m ich continues to b e scarce. The Agent has sent the mimeo­
grcp hed directions on request--directions using borax, ammonia
and, citronella in addition to the regular ingredients, and
which gives a very satisfactory soap.
Sub Project:'C--Family Relations
In August of 1945, a Family Relations Conference was held
for all Home Demonstration workers, under the direction of
:Mrs. Lydia Ann Lynde from the 'Nashington Office. She gave
us much in practical and needed subject matter, putting
emphasis upon approaching all home remonstration work from
the family relationship angle. Eight points were developed
as a means of problem solving.
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XV HOME MANAGEHSNT
Sub Project C-Family Relations (conttd)
In Janua�r of t�is current year, the Agent held meet­
Ln ga on family relations giving back to the groups
the above subject matter followed by a round table
discussion. The following clubs were so,contacted:
Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
North Gila Home Demonstration Club
Sunnyside Home Demonstration Club
Roll-Wellton Home Demonstration Clubo
The reel entitled "Planning Our Family Lifen was shown
at the Sunnyside and Roll-Wellton meetings. Copies of
the Isaflet ft'Presenting Eight Simple Logical Steps as
an Aid in Problem Solvingtt were distributed at all the
al;:>�ve meetings.
XVIII Comm��ity Activities
Sub Project A--Related Agencies
First pke on helps from related Agencies this current
year must go to the Yuma Senior Chamber of Commerce � J _
the Crane School. It was the Chamber of Commerce ��WQ
furnished funds for all cash prizes at the Junior Agric­
ultural Fair and this Fall, who furnished the dessert for
the Recognition Banquet. The Crane School has opened
its doors for the above functionSand much time and effort
have been spent by the staff in making these events a
success. The Crane School has spacious grounds, and two
large buildings one of which has recently' been built in-.
eluding a large auditorium. As some one said "It's a
natural for 4-H club events". Not too much c an be said
for the splendid cooperation of the school principal, Mr.
�rarren ,Sirrine.
Last spring, the Home Demonstration Agent was elected
President-Elect of the Arizona State Home Economics Assoc­
iation. In this capacity she has a lot to le�rn but
already she is finding that much is to be gained for work
in the county from this affiliation.
Iota Chapter of the Honorary'Education �ociety, Delta Kappa
Gamsa, was installed in Yuma County in 1944. The Agent was
invited to be one of its charter members and was initiated.
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Sub Project A--Related Agencies (cont'd)
Members include representatives from Gadsden, Somerton,
Crane and Yuma.
This current year Delta Kappa Gamma sponsored a round
table discussion on Peace. The meeting was held in
Somerton and was participated in by the Agent and several
Home Demonstration Club members. Reviews of authoritative
articles were made and a most interesting ��d instructive
evening spent.
The International Associated Women of the World was a
related a gencies in July 0 Through them an appeal was
made for the Christmas Toy Fund to underprivileged overseas
chilaren. In Juiy, the Agent passed on the request to
all Yuma County organizations. She included the "Yellow
Duck" story illustrated as it was from the state office.
Because very f.ew
.
organizations were functioning at the
time, the response ffas small. Four organizations notified
the Agent that they had sent packages. However, the Agent
did not request a report so there may have been others who
sent packages.
Other related Agencies include the American Red Cross,
church organizations, Yuma Union High School, and local
civic clubs. This cooperation has gone on for years and
has continued throueh the current year.
Sub Project B--Conferences
For the current year, conferences may be divided into two
groups as follows:-
1. state Conference
2. Conferences within the County.
The 3tate Conferences chronologically were:
December--Annual Extension Conference, University of Arizona
Tucson.
March
Jilne
July
October
--Extension Radio School, Phoenix
--Country Life Conference, University of Arirona
--state 4-H Club Camp, Camp Geronimo, near Payson
--Extension School on Housing, University of Arizona
--Executive Cormnittee Meeting, Arizona Home Economics
Association.
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XVIII COMI{UNIrr ACTIVITIES (cont 1 d)
Sub Project B--Conferences (cont'd)
The agent spent six days in December a t the Annual
Extension Conference. As usual, the Conference was
helpful. This was particularly true of the Home
Demonstration sectional meetings.
During March, the Agent attended an Extension Radio
School with Mr. Ken Gapen, Director of Farm and Home
Hour, San Francisco, in charge. This proved to be a
very helpful experience, when all Extension workers were
given constructive criticisms, and given the courage to
"Ad-Lib" •
The Country Life Conference in June was a glowing
success as far as the Yuma County delegation was
concerned. Transportation to and from the University
was provided by the Home Demonstration Agent's car. All
members want to go again next year. On the program,
the work on housing was outstanding.
The state 4-H club camp trip has been previously toldo
The group included seventeen Yuma County 4-H club
boys and girls and one local leader. Ten very profit­
able days were spent. This was the sec ond year such
a trip was made.
In October the Agent attended a two day school on
housing given at the University Nith Mr. Donald Hitch
in cha�ge. All phases of housing were presented by
people who viere authorities in their fields. Much
practical and useful information was received and over
a period of time can be well integrated into the Home
Demonstration Program of Yuma County
Also in October, the Agent spent one day in Phoenix
attending a meeting of the Executive Committee of the
Arizona Home Economics Association. Her official cap­
acity is President Elect of the Association. Miss
Gladys ��ckoff, regional director from the National
Association was present. A program for the fall meeting
of the state Association 'was planned by the group.
Conferences within the County have been lrgely carried
in foregoing discussions concerning project activities.
Special attention should probably be drawn to t�e following:
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XVIII CmJJ'JIUNITY ACTIVITIES (cont i d)
Sub Project B--Conferences (contrd)
In January, a county luncheon meeting was held at the Val:ey
Cafe' with the Senior Chamber of Commerce as host. Thirty­
five were in attendance, made up of club leaders and County
Council members from the southern p3.rt of the county, to­
gether with the County Agents and two representatives from
the Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Al Face, Assistcn t county Agent,
acted as Master of Ceremonies. Folders at each place told
of the 4-H Calendar for the year. A mimeographed tenative
program for the Junior Agricultural Fair, including entries
and premiums, was distributed for df.scuasdon , After d is­
cussion, the phce, time, and genera acceptance of the prog­
ram were voted on affirmativelyo After the regulr meeting,
'l:he Council members remained and formed a County 4-H Councill,
electing officers and planning for a meeting of the executive
ccinmi.t.tee to=ormul.ate a cons.titution. That meeting was later
held with Mr. Face in charge.
In September last year's presidents for the various Home
Demonstration Clubs were invited to a luncheon for the purpree
of planning the yearts programs. In preparation for the
meeting, the Agent prepared club year books following the
general plan sent from the State County Council for Home
Makers Clubs. The President elected is ��s. Janet McElhaney
of Wellt'on and the Secretary is Mrs , Naomi Lattie. The next
meeting is called for January, 19L.7.
�
Regular meetings for the various Home Maker�were scheduled
as follows:
North GiJa
Gadsden
Roll
Crane & Yuma vicinity
rred. Afternoon Club
Voellton
Sunnyside
Rood
2nd 'fuesday of month
2nd Wednesday of month
2nd Thurs� of month
3rd Tuesday of month
3rd l1ednesday of month
3rd Thursday of month
4th �ednesday of month
4th Thursday of month
It W' as agreed that clubs should be urged to try for cert­
ificate of achievements. state Fair exhibit plans were
discussed and plans made for making a plaque featuring dates,
candied citrus peel and nuts. Later the Gadsden club has
taken over the making of this plaque. The tentative program
to be accepted by the various clubs is:
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XVIII COMlvfUNITY ACTIVITIES (cont i 0)
Sub Project B--Conferences (cont'd)
1. 1\nat1s New in Housing
20 What I s New in Clothing
3. ·�Vhatls New in Nutrition
4. Desserts featuring Yuma County Products
5. Gift Suggestions
6. Basic patterns
7. Yeast Breads
8. Others
Sub Project C--Publicity
The �aper shortage has agamn this year, meant an abbreviated
newspaper' and, with a. rapidly increasing community, publicity
from this source has been less than in pre- war years. How­
ever, the splendid support of the newspaper personnel con­
tinues, and from time to time as the need has arisen, hews
articles have been published.
There have also been mimeographed newsletters sent to all the
mailing list, and, as before told, a monthly 4-H newsletter
published cooperatively by the Assistant County Agricultural
Agent and the Home Demonstration Agent.
The Home Demonstration Agent has participated in fifteen
broadcasts over KYUM in Yuma. },�ost of these were given as
,her share of a regular weekly fifteen minute broadcast
series given under the auspices of the County Agricultural
Agent's office. Some of these dealt with Home Economics
subject matter, while others publicized special events as
follows:
In January, the three Agent's took part in a broadcast,
telling the public about the plans for the 4-H Fair.
In March, a broadcast again informed the public about Fair
plans. In April a broadcast t old of the result s of the Fair.
In June, a delegate and the Agent broadcast the highlights
of the Country Life Conference. In June, also the Agent
shared a fifteen minute broadcast with Dr. Roney, Extension
Entomologist on the subject"Household Pests".
In July, abroadcast was given before and another following
the 4-H club camp telling the highlights of the Camp.
In addition to broadcasts given by herself, the Agent has
assisted 4-H club girls with preparations from time to time.
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XVIII C01CIv�mnTY ACTIVITIES (cont I d)
Sub Project E--Achievement Days
This sub ject has been pretty.ell c overed in previous
discussions. Either through the 4-H Fair, the Recog­
nition Banquet, or individual achievements, all h-H
club girls who have completed projects have taken part
in achievement programs.
Sub Project K--Recreation
4-H club recreation has received decided impetus during
the year. Particularly is this true for the older youth
groups. Meetings have included a period for singing
and for folk dances. In this, the Agent has acted as
an assistant to the Assistant County Agricultural Agent,
acting' on occasions as accompanist, as song leader, and
in directing dances.
The 4-H club has included Rural Life Sun�T programs.
Again, the Agent acted as an assistant to the Assistant
County Agricultural Agent in carrying out these programs.
One cannot be a Home Demonstration Agent in one County
for eleven years without making many contacts that serve
to stimulate community life, recreational and otherwise.
Hence, many services have been rendered which, in them�
selves, may not warrant mention but which have altogether
been a rea� positive factor.
E. Outlook and Recommendations
As in previous years, the outlook for Home Demonstration work
in Yuma County seems to be one of comparative security be­
cause the things which the work has to offer are timely and
needed in the operation of homes. The 4-H Club Program is
integrating itself into the development of all Yuma County
rural youth. With the adult program, there are requests for
work meetings: meetings that will help in conservation of
rooss, clothing, home furnishings, and housingo
Yuma County is facing a IB riod of rural expansion. To meet
thiS, the Home Demonstration Agent must be well informed.
As she sees it, the thing that will help most is a contin­
uation of the "work shop" movement under the leadership of
the State Staff. With the subject matter, thus given, at
hand, the Agent feels that she is best adjusted to give the
work on a county level.
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Bridge to Lodp tor l4-H tuM Coaty Cula bl1nc
repaired - Irtr. Ilel••• state 4-H Club Lei.
looka <Il-
Camp Oeron1ao
L4-H ?�othing Girls at the Junior Agricultural
Fair
weanng the dresses which thetl made
'lioll 4-H :Meal Planning Girls
and their Leader at the
Junior Agricultural Fair, showing
their exhibit
"Health Hou se"
\lary Ruth Hargus and Louise Headington, Yuma County!
4-H Dairy Foods Demonstration Team
Billie Simons- Yuma County 4-H Girl
wearing a party dress which she made
Dorathy Lattie- Yuma County 4-H
Clothing Achievement Girl wearing
a wool suit which she made
Shirley Woodhouse - Yuma County 4-H Senior
Dress Revue Girl wearing her w.inning Costume.
